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0. Introduction
Let E7 be the compact, connected, simply-connected, simple Lie group of
type E7 and let PE7 be the projective group associated with E7. The purpose of
this paper is to determine the algebras K*(PE7) and KO*(PE1) (Theorems 3.1
and 4.1) where K and KO denote respectively the complex and real ^-theories.
K*(PE7) is already computed in [7, 9]. We study, however, it here again by
the similar argument used to calculate K*(SO(n)) and KO*(SO(n)) in [11, 12].
Also in the same fashion we calculate KO*(PE7) using certain results obtained
in course of computation of K*(PE7) as well as the results on K*(PE7).
An outline of our method is as follows. Since the centre of E7 is isomorphic
to Zfr we regard E7 as a ^2-space with the action of the centre as a subgroup.
And we show that there exists a Zg-equivariant map S*'°-+E7> which is a homomorphism of groups, where S4'° is the unit quaternions S3 with antipodal
involution. This map yields a homeomorphism

where P3 is the real projective 3-space. Let h=K or KO and let hZ2 denote the
ec u var
-ZΓ2- t i iant λ-theory. Then we have a canonical isomorphism hZ2(E7)^
3
h*(PE7) and furthermore h*2(S* °xE7)^h*(P χE7) induced by the above homeomorphism. Moreover we have a Kϋnneth isomorphism h*(P3χE7)^h*(P3)
®A*(+)A*(£"7) since h*(E7) is a free Λ*(+)-module as mentioned below (here +
denotes a point). Making use of these isomorphisms and the Thorn isomorphism
in equivariant Λ-theory we carry out the calculation of h*(PE7) by reducing to
3
3
that of h*(P )®h*Mh*(E7) as in [11, 12]. For the algebras A*(P ) and h*(E7)
we refer to [2, 5, 12] and [8, 13] respectively.
We use also the square formulas of [4, 12] (see (1.10) and (1.11) below).
But we leave the 2nd exterior or exteriorlike power of the representation inserted into the functor β( ) uncalculated since it is complicated.
§ 1 is devoted to recalling some basic facts needed for our computation and
also § 2 to collecting the results on the ίΓ-groups of E7 and P" (for small n needed in the sequel). In §3 we compute K*(PE7) and in §§4, 5 we determine
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KO*(PE7).
Throughout this paper we write Λ, C and H respectively for the real, complex and quaternion number-fields, and denote by F any one of these fields.

1. Preliminaries
a) Let Z(E7) be the centre of E7.
group, and

Then PE7=E7/Z(E7),

the projective

Let G be the multiplicative group consisting of ±1. Let Rp>q denote
R
with non-trivial G-action on the first p coordinates and Sp q the unit sphere
p>q
in R . We regard E7 as a G-space with Z(E7)-action as a subgroup. Moreover,
since Z(Sp(l))^Z2 we can regard Sp(l) as a G-space in the similar manner.
So we identify Sp(l)y viewed as a G-space, with S4'°. Then we have
p+q

Lemma 1.1. There exists a G-map L: S^-*E7) which is, in fact, a monomorphism of Sp(l) into E7 such that i(Z(Sp(Y)))=Z(E7).
Proof. For the proof it is enough to find a subgroup of E7 isomorphic to
Sp(l) containing the generator of Z(E7). We consider the symmetric pair (E7y K)
such that the corresponding compact symmetric space is EVI in Cartan's notation. Here ίΓ=Spin(12)xc Sp(l) where C is a central subgroup of Spin(12)X
Sp(l) generated by an element of the form (g, —1) with lΦt§reZ(Spin(12)).
It is known that Z(Spin(12))=Z20Z2 which is multiplicatively generated by
— 1 and ele2 el2 in the Clifford algebra (see [10]). So we see that Z(K) is
generated also by —1 and el e2 e12 under the identification Spin(12)x c l =
Spin(12), so that the generator of Z(E7) is one of —1, eλ £2"*£i2 an<l —eι eι'"ei2
Now Spin(4) can be diagonally embedded into Sρin(12) as a subgroup such
that el e2e3e4 corresponds to el e2 " e12 and moreover it is known that Spin(4)=
Sp(l)xSp(l).
Identifying these two groups, it therefore suffices to choose the
diagonal subgroup of Sp(l)xSp(l)9 Sp(l)xl or lχSp(l) as the required subgroup of E7 according as whether the generator of Z(E7) is — 1, e1e2 e12or
REMARK. The above map ι can be no more extended to S5 Q. Because, if
L can be extended to a G-map t5: S5'°^>E7, then in virtue of πk(E7)=Q for
4<&<10 we see that this can be done inductively to a G-map ι12: S12>0-^E7 in
the natural way. We now show that this leads to a contradiction. Let ξ' be the
canonical complex line bundle over PE7 associated with the principal G-bundle
E7-+PE7 and let I12: PU->PE7 be the map covered with ι12. Then ϊf2(Π is just
the canonical complex line bundle over P11. Now, as stated in §§2, 3 below,
the order of ΐf2(ξ')-ltΞK(P11)
is 32, and also that of ξ'-leK(PE7) is 8, so that
8(?*2(?')—1)=0 (here Γs denote the trivial line bundles). Obviously this is a
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contradiction.
Let Pn=Sn+1'Q/G, the real projective #-sρace. Denote the projections
E7-*PE7 and S*+ί °-*P* by the same letter π. Let L\ S4 Q^E7 be the map as in
Lemma 1.1 and I : P3-*PE7 the map covered with ι. Then it follows that

πi = Ίπ .
The map S*>QχE7->P3xE7 defined by
(x>g)*-*(π(x)>ι(x)g)
yields a homeomorphism
S*>°xGE7^P3xE7

(1.2)

where let G act diagonally on the product S4t°xE7.
We consider the inclusion Sp'°c:S9'0 for p<q. Let Bp q be the unit ball in
Rptq. By [1], Lemma 3.11 we then have the G-equivariant homeomorphism
S«.*—SP 0 & Int BP'Q x Sq-p °
given by
(*ι> '••>**) ^((ΛI, •••>*/,)> (*>+ιλ, — ,#« λ))
where λ(^+1H-----|-Λ^)1/2=1 and Int ^4 denotes the interior of A. Let us put
Σp q=Bp'gISp g with the collapsed Sp * as base-point. Then the above homeomorphism induces a G-equivariant homeomorphism
S* Q/SP

(1.3)

Q

** Σ^ΛSΓ*'0

where X+=X U {+} , the disjoint sum of X and a point +, with -f- as base-point.
Let h denote either K or KO and let hG be the equivariant A-theory associated with G. Using (1.3) we have a cofibre sequence
p

S °
for a compact G-space X where i is a canonical inclusion and j is the composite
of a canonical projection with the homeomorphism of (1.3). Applying hG to this
sequence, we obtain an exact sequence

(1-4)

where δ' is the coboundary homomorphism and moreover we have

(1.5)
r

for *eA{ J S ' °x X and
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Here we note that if X is a free G-space then there is a canonical isomorphism h%(X)^h*(XIG).
b) From [3, 11, 12] we recall the Thorn isomorphism theorem in Gequivariant Λ-theory. We view 2 n>0 as a union J5+°U.B-0 of two copies of Bn>0
intersecting on their boundaries, that is, JB+'° Π B1i°=Sn'0 and also view the centre
of J3!L>0 as base-point of ΣΛ'°. Moreover we regard G as a subgroup of Spin(w)
consisting of ±1 and Sn'Q as a canonical G-invariant subspace of Spin(w) as in
[6].
We first consider the complex case. Let Δί»: Spin(2n)->GL(2n-19 C) be the
even half-spin representation of Spin(2w). Let us set L—Rl °®C and denote
Rk °®C by kL. Define E to be the quotient of the disjoint union 52+M X C2""1 U
Sin °χ2 n ~ 1 L by the equivalence relation which identifies (xy v) with (x, Δ2»( *0 v)
for x<=S2n'Q and v<=C2"~\ Then E becomes a G-vector bundle over Σ2"'°. So
we write τ2ntQ=[E]— 2»-1[L]<Ξ:ίζ:G(Σ2n'Q).
Here L denotes the bundle with fibre
L and [F] the isomorphism class of F. Then x \—> τ 2M>0 Λ x defines an isomorphism

where X is a compact G-space with base-point.
Let φ: hG-*h be the forgetful functor and j: Bp'g-^Σp>q
Then we have
(1-6)

Φ(τw) = μΛ

the projection.

(up to sign) and /*(τ2M) - 2-χi-L)

where μ e ίt(52) as Z denotes the Bott class and let us view KG(B2n'°)=R(G), the
complex representation ring of G. (We may assume that φ(τ2n,Ό)=μn
Because
it suffices to replace τ2n,0 by — Lτ 2n> o> if necessary.) In particular, because Δβn
is real, by using H=R1>0 instead of L in the above we can define a similar element TJn,Q^KOG(28n'Q)
(1.7)

satisfying

Φ(rL^ = ηl

(up to sign) and y*(τfM)=24-1(l-//)

B

Bn Q

where ^ ^KO(S )^Z denotes the Bott class and let KOG(B )=RO(G), the
real representation ring of G. (We may also assume that ^(τfn,o)=^8 for the
reason similar to τ 2Λ>0 ) And also multiplication by τf M induces an isomorphism
φBn>Q: KOG(X]
where X is a compact G-space with base-point.
To explain one more type of the Thorn isomorphism in the real case we
make some preparations. Suppose that X is a Real space with trivial Real structure in the sense of Atiyah [1]. By a Real (resp. quaternionic) vector bundle
over X we mean a complex vector bundle E-*X together with a conjugate linear
involution (resp. anti-involution) JE : E-^E preserving fibre. Let KR (resp. KSp)
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denote the X^-functor of Real (resp. quaternionic) vector bundles. Since X is a
trivial Real space, the assignment E\-*C®E defines an isomorphism

KO(X) « KR(X)
where C has the standard Real structure by complex conjugation. So we identify KO(X) with KR(X) via this isomorphism henceforth.
The argument parallel to the above can be done in G-equivariant theories.
Namely we have a similar isomorphism
KOG(X) c* KRG(X)
for a G-space X with trivial Real structure. And so we analogously identify
KOG(X) with KRG(X) via this isomorphism.
We assume that the quaternionic structure on H is right multiplication
by j. Define a bundle isomorphism

by a(vy w)=(v, vw) for v^SQΛ(=the unit quaternions) and w^H. Let H denote the trivial bundle over BQA with fibre H. Then the triple (jGΓ, B, oc) defines
an element of KSp(Σ° *) which we denote by σ. The construction of this element is similar to that of τ2w>0 as stated below. View ΣM as a union β+4 U S-4
of two distinguished balls £M's intersecting on the boundaries 5°'4>s, with the
centre of JBL 4 as base-point. And define E to be the quotient of the disjoint
union ΰ°'4 X H\J B^xHby the equivalence relation which identifies (v, w) with
(0, vw) for v<EΞS° * and w<ΞH. Then σ is given by
It is known that σ has the following properties.
(1.8)

s(σ) = μ2, σ/\cff=

η±

and

σ

σ=[E]-[H]<=KSp(ΣQΛ).

Λcσ^978.

Here s denote the complexification functor KSp-*Ky

Λc the smash product
<««*/
induced by the exterior tensor product over C and 974 a generator of KO(S*)^Z.
/\
In general, the exterior tensor product E®CF of two quaternionic vector
bundles E-^>X and F—>Y becomes a Real vector bundle over XxY with Real
structure JE®cjF-

Hence we see that the functor Λ c

KSp(X)®KSp(Y)-+

KO(X/\ Y) can be defined.
Now we are ready to state another Thorn isomorphism in the real case.
Regard S4'° as ahe unit quaternions and define a G-equivariant bundle isomorphism

aG:

xH>

by aG(v,w)=(v,vw) for v^S*>° and w^H. Then the triple (H,B®H,aG)
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defines an element of ^SpG(Σ4'°), denoted by σG, analogously to σ where H is
the trivial vector bundle over jB4 ° with fibre H. Let

Then T? 4 satisfies
(1.9)

ψ(τ?J = ηt,c(rΐ.4) = τ4.0Λμ2
4

and ί*(τ4,4) = (1-

4 4

where i: 2° C2 ' is the inclusion, £: KOG-^>KG is the complexification functor
and let KOG(ΣQΛ)=RO(G) τj^ And moreover it is known that multiplication
by τ 4t4 induces an isomorphism
^4>4: KOG(X) ~ KOGφ *ΛX)
for a compact G-space with base-point.
c) We state here the construction of the elements of dgeree —1 and —5
and also recall the square formula for these elements. Let X be a compact space
with x0^X as base-point, and let/: X-*GL(n,F) be a base-point preserving
map where we regard the unit matrix In as a base-point of GL(nyF). Let
a: S° 1xXχFn-*S0>1xXxFn
be a bundle isomorphism given by <*(!,#, v)=
(1, #, z;) and α(— 1, #, v)=(— 1, *,/(#) «) for Λ?e^C and ϋeί1". Then the triple
(£*, -£n, or) defines an element of h^(X) in the way mentioned in b) above where
E" is the trivial bundle over BP lxX with fibre Fn and h=KO, K or KSp according as F=R, C or Jϊ. We denote this element by

The construction of this element is similar to that of σ. But we explain
it simply again for use in the following. Decompose Σ 0>1 Λ^Γ as a union
C+XU C-X of two cones C+X=[Q, 1] xX/l xX\J [0, 1] χ*0 and C-X=[-1, 0]
X-X/(— 1)X-XΊJ[— l,0]XA?o, and define £" to be the quotient of the disjoint
union O+XχFn(J C~XχFn by the equivalence relation which identifies (0, x, v)
with (0, χ,f(χ) v) for xtΞX and v£ΞFn. Then
β(f)=[E]-[£n]^h(ΣQ'1/\X)=
Also we need a G-equivariant version of this construction.
Now we mention the square formula. In case of F~C, that is, /3(/)£Ξ
R.~l(X), it is well-known that β(f)2=0.
In case of F=R, that is, £(/)e
KO-\X), by [4] we have
/?(/) 2 ^^i(yS(X 2 /)+^(/))

(1.10)

where λ2/: ^Γ->GL((?), Λ) is the map given by \2f(x)=.f(x)Λf(x):
R"/\Rn for x^ X and ^ denotes a generator of KO(Sl)^Z2.
1

that is, β(f)^KSp- (X)9

5

R"ΛRn->

In case of F=H,

it follows that σ-Λ c β(f)^KR- (X)=KO-5(X).

So
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we write for this element

Then by [12] we have
(1.11)
where X 2 C /: X-*GL((2ζ), C) and \/\cfi X-^GL(2n,C) are the maps respectively given by Real maps (λ2c/) (*)=/(*)Λ <?/(*): H1" /\c Hn-^Hn /\CHΛ and
Finally we make a remark about ./£- and IΓO-theories. As usual -/£*(.XΓ) is
a Z2-graded algebra with the coefficients K°(+)^Z and K~\+)=0. However,
when we deal with KO*(PE7), we regard for convenience K*(X) as a Zg-graded
cohomology theory with the coefficient ring

where μ is as above.
ficient ring

Of course KO*(X) is a Z8-graded algebra with the coef-

K0*(+) = Zfo, ,J/(2%, ,!,% ,4, ,1-4)
where ^j, 974 are also as above.
2.

The jK-groups of E7 and Pn

By [8] we have
Proposition 2.1. Kήf(E7)=Az(β(p1)} ••-, yS(p7)) Λί ΛW algebra where plt — , p7
Λr^ the fundamental irreducible representations ρ{: E7-+GL(di} C) o/ £7.
According to [14], using the same notation, we can consider that p2> P4> Ps> Pβ
are real, that is, continuous homomorphisms such that
:E7-+GL(diyR)

Pi

for i = 2, 4, 5, 6

and PJ, p3, p7 are quaternionic, that is, continuous homomorphisms such that
p, : £7 -> GL(dtl2, H)

for ί -1,3,7

where ^=56, 4-1539, 4-27664, 4-365750, 4-8645, 4-133 and 4-912.
Therefore, by [13] ,together with (1.10) and (1.11), we have
Proposition 2.2.
KO*(E7) = Aκo.M(β(Pi) (i = 2, 4, 5, 6), £(p,) (7 = 1, 3, 7))
as a KO*(-\-)-module, where the generators are subject to the relations
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or i = 2,4,5,6
, ) for
REMARK.

and

ι=l,3,7.

It is immediate by definition that
for ί = l , 3 , 7

K/3(Pi) = β(r(Pi))
where r is the realification functor.

By γή we denote the real line bundle over Pn

^w
and set 7n=7ή~ 1 ^KO(Pn) where 1 denotes the trivial real line bundle over Pn.
Also if there is no confusion, then by the same symbol γ'n and γ n respectively we
denote c(j'n) and c(γn) where c denotes the complexification functor KO-*K.
Denote again by Δ?« the restriction of Δ2V Spin(2n)-^GL(2n-1, F) to S2* °
where jP=C and F may be taken to be R if n = 0 mod 4. Let /: jP2*-1-^
GL(2*~\F) be a map given by f(π(x))=ΔΪΛ(x)2
for *<ΞΞS2»'°. Then £(/)e
£-i(j* -i) or KO-\P2*-1) according as ^=£7 or Λ.
we have
Proposition 2.3. [2].

Write v2n-^β(f).

Then

1) ^(P8-1) - ^2«-ι γ2w^ ^(P8-1) - Z-^,^

the generators are subject to the relations ΓY22n-ι = —2fγ2n-ly v\n-ι—fY2n-ι V2n-ι— O

2)

i?°(P2ll)=Z2.-72ll,it-1(P2|l)=0 ^Aβr^ γ2M ώ ίiΛ ^ί ίo ^ rdαfώw* 7^=

From [12, 11] we quote data on the algebra structure of KO*(Pn) for n—
3,4,8 needed in §§4,5. To describe the results we recall some generators.
The bundle automorphism of S*'°xHy given by (u,v)t-*(u,u2v) for we*S4'°
(=the quaternions) and v^H, defines an element ϊ>z^KSp~l(Pz).
Z

p 3 =σΛc V2^KO~\P )'

Let us put
6

3

Moreover we denote by μ3 an element of KO~ (P )
3

6

satisfying the formula c(μ3) = μ γ3, by μ^ an element of KO~ (P*) satisfying the
formula c(μ^)=2μ3 rγz and by P8 an element of KO~2(PB) satisfying i*(j58)=^1 v7
where i: P7dP* is the inclusion. Then v e have
Proposition 2.4. 1) κb\P*)=Z4 <γ3)

κb-\p*) = κb-\p3) = o ,
/aa
m

and
μ3
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where the generators are subject to the relations
ri=— 2γ3, v§=574 μ3=Ύ3 ^==0, ?ι 53=
2)

κb-\p*) = o ,
KO-5(P*) = 0 ,
KO-\P*) = Z2-μί and

where the generators are subject to the relations
Ί\ = —2γ4, μl = η4μ4==Ύ4μ4=Q

and -ηl μ4 = 4γ4 .

3)

κo-*(p*) = κδ-\p*) = κb~7(p*) = o
where the generators are subject to the relations
γl = —278, γ8 p8 — p| = 0 α/w/

17? p8 = 8174

In the following sections we use freely the results of Propositions 2.1-2.4
without making reference to these propositions.
To state the main theorems we now provide certain of the generators of
K*(PE7) and KO*(PE7). Let ξ' be the canonical real line bundle over PE7 associated with the principal G-bundle E7-*PE7 and let us put ξ=ξ'— 1 ^KO(PE7).
We denote c(ξ') and c(ξ) respectively also by the same letters ξ' and ξ unless
there is confusion.
Since pl9 ρ3 and ρ7 are not trivial on Z(E7) and the greatest common measure of du d3 and dΊ is 8, we get
(2.5)

8έτ(f ) = 0 , so that

16ξ = Sη4ξ = 0.

As the map / in § 1, c) we take the maps PE7^GL(diy C) (ί= 1, 3, 7), PE7~*
GL(114dl9 C), PE7-+GL(494dλ, C) and PE7-*GL(57d3, C) given by n(g)
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(ί=l, 3, 7), π(g)^\Up,(g) (7ft(£))-S π(g)^494Pl(g) p3(SΓl and
(I729p7(g))~1 for g^E7 respectively where kρt denotes the A-times direct sum of
pf . Then for β(/)'s we write
/3(57p3-1729p7)e£-i(P£7)
in the order defined above.
presentation we get

Using pi (/—I, 3, 7) viwed as a quaternionic re-

β'(p\) (i = 1, 3, 7) , /3'(114Λ-7p7) , /8'(494p1-p3) ,
/?' (57p3-

l729Pr)eKSp-\PEJ)

quite similarly and so multiplying them by σ (using multiplication Λ c) we have

REMARK.

By definition it follows that

/3(57p3-1729p7) = 247Jβ(114p1-7p7)-57^(494p1-p3) and
5(57p3-1729p7) = 247/5(1 14p1-7p7)-57yS(494p1-p3) .

/

Because ρ2J p4, ρ5 and p6 are trivial on Z(E7), they factor through PE7 and so
they can be regarded as complex and real representations of PE7. Hence they
defines

and
for ί=2, 4, 5, 6.
3. The complex ^-groups of PE7
One of the main theorems is the following.
Theorem 3.1 [7, 9].

With the notation as in §2

K*(PE7) = Λ*G9(P<) (i - 2, 4, 5, 6), £(114A-7Λ), /3(494pl-p3), T)
αί αw algebra where ξ and τ are subject to the relations

ξ2 = -2ξ
and r is defined in (3.19) below.

and ξτ = Q

Here (and henceforth) we write xy for xXy.

The proof is divided into some steps. By (1.4) in case of h=K,p=q—4=4
and X—E7 we have an exact sequence with Thorn isomorphism
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ί <Kθ

Applying (1.2) to this we get an exact sequence
S
T
(3.2)
..— > K*(P3xE7)
and also by (1.5) we get
(3.3)

for

Using (3.2), (3.3) we first deduce the structure of K$(S* ° X E7) from Propositions 2.1 and 2.3. For this we determine the coboundary homomorphism
δ of (3.2) on each additive generator of K*(P3xEj).
Here we notice that
K*(P3XE7) is isomorphic to K*(P3)®K*(E7) since K*(E7) is torsion-free.
Observe the exact sequence for the pair (jB4>0, S* °)

--> K^S*-") i ^G(Σ4 °)ΰ KG(Bi'°) £.

II
K-\P3)

II
Λ(G) τ4fβ

II
R(G)

where ί: S* °C.B* 0 and j: 54>0->Σ4'° are the obvious maps and δ' the coboundary
homomorphism. By the exactness we then see that δ'(z/3)=A(l+L) τ 4t0 for
some k^Z. So by forgetting the G-action we get k=l. Hence we have
(3.4)

S(* 8 xl) = (7 3 +2)xl.
B0

Let A; S xE7-+S* ° be the first projection and p f :
K$(S*'° X E7) the homomorphism induced by pl. Write

then clearly by definition
(3.5)

/(f) = 73X1 *

so that

8( y 3 x l ) = 0.

Q

Let p2: S* xE7^E7 be the second projection and^f :
K$(S8'°xE7) the induced homomorphism. We write
for

ί=2,4,5,6.

Let

fi:P*χE7-*GL(di,C)

(ί=2,4,5 f 6)
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be the map given by fi(π(x),g)=pi(ι(x)~lg)
for x^S*'Q and g^E7 where i is as
in Lemma 1.1. Then by definition it follows immediately that
and also
0(/,)=lX/9(p,)-/8(p,ϊ)xl
where pi I is the composite P3 -> PE"7 Ώ GL(diy C}.
To determine /3(pί c ) we view p, as a real representation and observe /3(p, £)
in KO~1(P3). According to Lemma 1.1, i is a homomorphism and p, ι(— l)=Id..
Therefore ρ{ ϊ can be regarded as a real representation of *SΌ(3). Furthermore
the restriction RO(SO(5))->RO(SO(3)) is surjective and P3«SO(3). It there<^w

fore follows that β(p{ ϊ) belongs to the image of the composite KO'1(SO(5))->
/^./
^^
jK'O"1(P4)->ΛΓO~1(P3) of the homomorphisms induced by two canonical inclusions P3CP4cSO(5).
(3.6)

So we get owing to jKb-1(P4)=2Γ2

17l

γ4

/3(p,.7)-9 7 l 7 3 orOin^b- 1 (P 3 ) for i = 2, 4, 5, 6

for pt viewd as a real representation, so that

for pt viewed as a complex representation.
(3.7)

Consequenctly we get

/ ( / 8 ( p , ) ) = l X / f f ( p ί ) , s o t h a t δ ( l X / 8 ( A ) ) = 0 for i = 2,4,5,6.
Since ^.(^dim^ p, ) (i=l, 3, 7) are divisible by 8, we write
i/, = 87, for

i=l,3,7

(here note that /x is odd and 73, /7 even).
Define a map

/,: SB'QxE7-^GL(8li9 C) for i = l , 3 , 7

by
where we consider S8'°cSpin(8) as stated in §1, a) and // is the unit matrix of
degree /. Then if follows that fi(—x, —g)=fi(x9g) because of pi(—Ί)=—IBli
where — l^Z(E7). This implies that/,- is a G-equivariant map. Analogously
to β ( f ) as in §1, c) this map therefore defines an element β(fi) of Kcl(S* °xE7),
which we denote by
for
We now consider I(βPi).

i=l,3,7.

By definition we see that I(βPi) can be written
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for i =1,3,7

where g{: P3->GL(8/f , C) is the map given by

for Λ?e54 °(c58 0). So it suffices to determine β(gi).
act sequence stated preceding (3.4).
Since Im δ'=-Z (l+L) τ4 0, we can write

For this consider the ex-

τ4,0

(i)

for some n^Z.

We now determine n{.

To begin with it follows that

Because pt in this case is quaternionic, we may assume that pi i factors through
Γp,cGL(4/f, JJ) as follows:
p. ,: Sp(l) (= 5^) -> ΓPί.cGL(4/,, H)dGL(Sliy C)
where ΓPt is the sympletic maximal torus of GL(4/t , fl"). Since pf Λ(— 1)— — 74t|.
by Lemma 1.1 we can put

for
where ths s(i) are odd integers.

Hence we see that β(ρt L) can be represented

β(p .c) = (2kj +4l{) μ2
under the identification K~1(S3)=K(S4).
ni=—(ki-\-2li) since ψ(τ4tQ)=μ2 by (1.6).

for some

k^Z

Therefore from (i) and (ii) we get
Consequently we have
τ4>0 .

On the other hand

as was verified above.

But, since δ' is injective, we get

by comparing with these two equalities.
(3.8)

Thus we see that

I(βPi)=lxβ(Pi)-(ki+2li)p3xί

and so, together with (3.4), we obtain

for t = l , 3 , 7
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Because of 2γ3=0, from this it follows that
(3.9)

δ(lxβ(Pi)) = (kiκ+2ki+41i)xl

for ί = .l,3,7.

Using (3.3) it follows from (3.4) that

Since z>3=0, by (3.8) and this we get

We need to analyze (γ3+2) βp. on the right-hand side.
immediate that
(γ3+2) βfi =

But from (3.8) it is

(Ύ3+2)χβ(p{)~(2ki+4li)

because of γ3 z/3=0. Therefore we have
(3.10)

8(» 3 X/S( A )) = (y,+2)x/8(ft)-(2*<+4//)»,xl

for i = l , 3 , 7 .

Furthermore, (3.3) combined with (3.4), (3.5) and (3.7)— (3.10) yields the
following formulas.
(3,11)
δ(l xβ(Pi) β(pf) *) = (*,
(»•,/= 1,3, 7),
δ( y3X/3(p,.) /3(p, ) *) = 0 (i,y = 1, 3, 7) ,
8(v3xβ(Pi)β(Pi) x) = -(2ki+4ll) v 3 X β ( p j ) x+(2kj+4lί) v3Xβ(Pί) x
+(Ύ3+2)xβ(Pi)β(Pj)x
(i,j = 1, 3, 7) ,
+(k3 <γ3+2k3+4l3) xβ(P?) β(Pl) x+(k7 Ύ3+2k7+V7)xβ(Pl)β(p3)

x,

δ(73Xβ (Pl) β (pj) β (p7) *) = 0 and
S(v3Xβ(Pl) β(Pa) β(p7) *) = - (2^+4/7) v3Xβ(Pl)β(P3) x-(2k1+4l1) v3
X β (p,) /3(p7) ^-(2ft3+4/3) v3 X β (pj) β (Pl) ^+(γ3+2) X /9 (Pl) β (p3) /8 (ft) *
for x=β(Pil) β(PJ (/,, •", f. =2, 4, 5, 6).
The behaivior of δ can be completely described by using (3.4), (3.5) and
(3.7)— (3.11). And so from these formulas and Propositions 2.1, 2.3 we get
Lemma 3.12.
Ker δ = Z2 (Ύ3x 1)<S>Λ*(1 χβ(Pt) (l<i<7))®Λz(lxβ(P
®Az(I(βfί) (ί=l,3,7))
where γ3 w subject to the relation γ|=— 2γ3

) (i = 2, 4, 5, 6))
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Coker δ = Λ,4(l X/8(A) (ί = 2, 4, 5, 6))φZ (v3X 1)®ΛZ(1 X/3(p, )
(ί = 2, 4, 5, 6))θ(^ Iθ^ fax 1))®Λ*(1 x/3(p,.) (* = 1, 3, 7))
where the generators are subject to the following relations.
v\ = 0, 4x/3(pi)-4(*<.+2/() τ>3X 1 = 0 (ί = 1, 3, 7) ,
(4*, /,-4A, /,) * 3 X l+4/,.X/3(p,.)-4/yx/3(p,.) = 0 (i,j = 1, 3, 7) ,
-4x/3(p(.) /3(p.)-(4&,.+8/y) v,X/8(Pί)+(4*l+8/<) *3X/?(p, ) = 0
ft; =1,3, 7),
(4*3 /7-4*7 4) "3 X /?(pι)+(4£7 4-4*i « », x β(P3)
+(4*, /3-4^3 4) V3 X £(/>7)+4A X /3(p3) ^(p7)+4/3 X β(p7) β(Pl)
0 and
+(4k3+8l3)V3xβ(p7)β(p3)

= 0.
3

Clearly the map /: K*(P xE7)-*K$(SMxE7)
Coker δ as follows:

of (3.2) factors through

K*(P3 X E7) -* Coker δ -» ί:ί(58 0 X £7)
where the first arrow denotes the canonical projection. Again by J we denote
the second arrow Coker S-*K$ (SM X E7) which we consider now. Let us put

Then by observing the exact sequence of (3.2) with a point instead of E7 we
can readily check that
(3.13)

J r (i'3Xl) = P (up to sign).

(For brevity we assume the sign to be plus in the following.) And moreover
by definition, together with (3.5), (3.7) and (3.8), we easily obtain
(3.14) /(I) = -2? ,
/(I X/3(p,,)-/3(p,,)) = -2|jg(p,,).../8(p,,) ft, -, ί. = 2, 4, 5, 6) ,
J(v,Xβ(plί)" β(p,.y) = ^(Pn)-&(PU (h, •", i, = 2, 4, 5, 6) ,
/(I X/3(p;)) = -2?/3P<+(*,+2/,) p (ί = 1, 3, 7) ,
J(\ x β(Pi) /3(p,)) = -2|/SP,. /Sp,+(*,+2/,) p/3py -(A .+2/y) p/3p>. (ί,; = 1, 3, 7) ,
J(v3Xβ(Pt) β(Pi)) = vβfl βfi ft; = 1, 3, 7) ,
/(I x /3(P1) ^(P3) y8(p7)) - -2|/3Pl βp3 ^,
+(k7+2lr)ϊ!βflβl,3
and
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From Lemma 3.12, (3.5), (3.7), (3.8) and (3.14) we get
Lemma 3.15.
K$(S* °xE7) = (Z lθZ8.|)®Λz(p)®Λz(/3(Pί.) (i = 2,4,5,6), ββj(j=

1,3,7))

where ξ and v are subject to the relations

r = - 2 f , f p = 0.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Observe the following exact sequence for the
cofibration SB-0xE7^Ba'"xE7^M/\E7+

with Thorn isomorphism

) J-+ K$(B* °χE7) ^ K$(Ss °χE7) -*.»

+

ί Φβ.o

II
K*(PE7)

K*(PEΊ)
where i,j are the obvious maps and δ' the coboundary homomorphism. Now
by (1.6)j*(τMΛ 1)=— 8| and so by Proposition 2.3, 1) or (2.5) we get j*(τ8>0Λ 1)
=0. This implies that the composite j*φ 80 is zero. Hence the above sequence
becomes a short exact sequence
(3.16)

0 -> K*(PE7) i K$(S* ° x E7) -1 K*(PE7) -> 0 ,

provided with the formula 8(xI(y))=S(x) y (x^Kt(SMxE7),yGK*(PE7))
/ and δ denote the homomorphisms induced by i* and δ'.
Let
β(p2i)=pί(β(p2i))

where

for i = l , 3 , 7 .

For these elements and the ones of K*(PE7) given above we can check easily by
definition that there holds the following formulas.
(3.17) I(ξ) = I, I(β(pl)) = ξ(Pi) (i = 2, 4, 5, 6) ,
7(/?(114Pl-7p7)) = (f +1) (114/3Pl-7/3p7) ,
/(/3(494Pl-p3)) = (f +1) (494/3Pl-/3p3) ,
I(β(57p3- 1729P7)) = (f + 1) (57/3p3- 1729/Sp,),

so that

β(57p3- 1729p7) =

247/3(1 14p1-7p7)-57/3(494Pl-p3) (cf. Remark in §2 after (2.5)) and
7(/3(pi)) = /8(pϊ)
= (f+l) /?„,.-/,. P ( t = l , 3 , 7 ) .
Moreover from definition we obtain
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8(βfl) = /,.(!+!) (i = 1, 3, 7) and δ(ϊ>) = f +2 .

From this it follows that
δ((f+2)(49/ ?Pl-3/3p7)-ίO = 0.
Therefore we see that
(3.19)

there exists an element r of K"\PE7) such that
/(τ) = (f+2)(49/3Pl-3/3p7)-*.

Note that r satisfies I(ξr)=I(τ2)=Q, so that ξτ=τ2=Q.
Denote by R* the algebra on the right-hand side of the equality in Theorem
3.1. Since / is injective by (3.16), we then see by (3.17), (3.19) and Lemma
3.15 that K*(PE7) contains Λ* as a subalgebra.
By (3.17) and by using the injectivity of / again we get
494/3(p2)-/3(pi:) = (£+2)/3(494Pl-p3) ,
57/3(pi)-1729/3(p7) = (?+2)/3(57p3-1729p7)
in K*(PE7) and hence also by (3.19) we have
(3.20)

β(pl) = 7τ-3(?+2) £(114ft-7ft) ,
β(Pl) = 3458τ- 1482(|+2) /S(114p1-7p7)-(f +2) /3(494Pl-p3) ,
β(rf) = 114τ-49(|+2)y8(114p1-7p7) .

Furthermore, using the formula of (3.16), together with (3.17) and (3.18), yields
(3.21)

S03Pl βf3) = -7(|+1) /δ(494Pl-p3) ,
A,) =-(?+!) /S(114Pl-7p7),
/3p7) = (ξ+1) (114/3(494p2-p3)-494/3(114p1-7p3))
/3P7) = -(?+!) yS(114Pl-7p7) yS(494Pl-p3) ,
2
fι) = β(P ,) (1=1,3,7),
f3

* βj = -β(pϊ) /8(494Pl-p3) ,
P3
Pl

/3P7)= -494/S(114p1-p7)+^(pf)/3(494p1-p3) and
βPa β,7) = -r/3(114p1-

Since δ of (3.16) is surjective, from (3.17), (3.18), (3.20), (3.21) and Lemma
3.15 we infer that R* fills K*(PE7), so that
K*(PE7) = R*
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which completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
4. The real If group of PE7
In this and the following sections we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1.

With the notation as in §2

KO*(PE7) = Λ.κo.M(β(Pt) (i = 2, 4, 5, 6), £(114Pl-7ft), £(494ft-p3), £(pϊ))
# KO*(-{-)-module where the generators are subject to the relations
ξ2=-2ξ,^4ξ = Q
(i=2,4,5,6)

= ξj3(pl) = 0 , a/3(Pl) = η\ ξβ(p2) ,
a = τ}4 a = ΎI\ a = 0
2

α ώ defined in (4.17)
The proof is quite similar to that of the complex case, though it is more
complicated. In this section, using Propositions 2.2 and 2.4, we deduce the
structures of KO$(S5 °xE7) and KO$(S9 QxE$). We begin with the case of
KO%(S* °xE7). By (1.4) in case of h=KO,p=q-l=4 and X=E7 we have an
exact sequence with Thorn isomorphism
X £ 7 ) - $ ( Σ 4 0 Λ Sir°Λ E7+)κθ$(S™ x E7)KO%(S* » x £7)

KO*(E7)
Using (1.2) this yields an exact sequence
(4.2)

•••-> KO*(P*xE7) -1 KO*(E7) ί KO$(S5'°xE7) i KO*(P*xE7)

and by (1.5) we have
(4.3)

S(XI(y)) = δ(*)y
3

for * ε KO*(P X £7) and y ε KO^S™ X £7) .
Similarly to the complex case we first investigate the coboundary homomorphism δ of (4.2). Here we also note that KO*(P3χE7)szKO*(P3)®κo*M
KO*
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(EΊ) since KO*(E7) is a free #O*(+)-module. Let pl: S5>°xE7-»S5>0 and
p2: S5 °xE7->E7 be the obvious projections. And letpf: KO*(P*)^KO$(S5 °)
-+K$(S5 °xE7) and p f : KO*(PE7)^KO$(E7)-»K$(S5 °xE7) denote the homomorphisms induced by pt and p2. Define
S * X E7)

(i = 2, 4, 5, 6)

(ί=l,3,7),
£(114A-7A) =
Then
(4.4)

/(I) = r3 X 1, so that δ(73 x 1.) = 0 and
JGS(ft)) = 1 X^(ft)+?7ι TaX 1, so that 8(1 Xβ(Pi)) = 0
for ί = 2, 4, 5, 6.

Here the first formula is immediate from definition and the proof of the
second can be found in that of (3.7) (in particular, (3.6) is essential). Also the
argument similar to that of (3.4) shows that
(4.5)

δ(* 3 xl) = 2.

Let Δ5: S5 °cSpin(5)->GZί(2, H) be the composite of the canonical inclusion S5 °cSρin(5) with the spin representation Δ5 of Spin(5) [10]. We denote
by
#. GKSpcl(S* ° xE7)

for » = 1 , 3, 7

the element /?(/,.) of KSpϊl(S* ° x E7) for the map

r

5

given by /<(^,i )=(A5(^)®/2,1.) p^g) for x^S ° and g<sE7, which is a Gequivariant map in the sense of/ f ( — x, —g)=~fi(χ>g)
And let us put
7

) for i= 1,3,7.

Then by the argument similar to (3.8) we have
(4.6)

/09 p / )=lx/ff(p ί )-(*ι+2/ < )ίiXl

for i= 1,3,7

and so, together with (4.5), this shows
(4.7)

8(1 x /5(p,)) = (kt y,+2ft<+4/<) X 1 for
Consider the exact sequence for the pair (P4, P3)

» = 1, 3, 7 .
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δ'

2

μ4

2

ηι

where / i s an inclusion P3cF4 and δ' the coboundary homomorphism. Then
using the facts such that c(μ3)=μ3γ3y c(μ4)=2μ3 γ4 we get ί*(μ4)=ηl p3 and
hence 8\μ3)=η1 which implies that
(4.8)

8(^X1) = %.

Using (4.3) and the fact such that ϊ>l=v2 μ3=0, from (4.5), (4.8) and (4.6) it
follows that
(4.9)

δ(*3 X £(p,)) = 2j3(Pi) and δ(μ, X j3(Pi)) =ηι β(Pi)

for i = 1, 3, 7 .

Using (4.3)— (4.9), the argument analogous to that of (3.11) proves the
following.
(4.10)

δ(lχ^(p l ) j ff( Py )) = (2ft<+4/f)^)-(2*/+4/y)/5(pl) (*,;= 1,3,7),
) (i,j= 1,3,7),

j

S(μ3xβ(Pi) β(Pi)) = % /g(p4) £(p,) (»,; = 1, 3, 7) ,
8(1 X Aft) APS) Aft)) = (2*1+4/0 Ap,) /5(p7)+(2*3+4/3) APT) Aft)
+(2^+4^) Aft) APS),

δ(v3 x API) APS) Aft) = 2Aft) Aft) Aft)

and

δ(M3X Api) Aft) APT)) = % API) Aps) Apr)
By (4.2) we have a short exact sequence
0 -» Coker S i AΌg(Ss ° x £7) -> Ker δ -* 0
where again by/ we denote the homomorphism induced by /of (4.2).
Combining (4.3)-(4.10) and Propositions 2.2, 2.4 we get
Lemma 4.11.
Coker δ = ΛWK+) (β(p,) (i = 2, 4, 5, 6), AP, ) (j = 1, 3, 7))/(2,%)
αί α KO*(+)-module where the generators are subject to the relations
β(pi)2 = *ι(Aλ2 P, )+^, Aft)) (ί = 2, 4, 5, 6) ,
Aft) 2 = % A*2c ft) (ί=l,3,7),
/,.) Ap,)-(2*,+4/,) Aft) = 0 (*,; =1,3,7),
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4/3) β(p7) β(Pl)+(2k?+4l,) £(Pl) β(p3) = 0

and
Ker S = ΛJTOK+, (1 X/9( f t ) (ί = 2, 4, 5, 6), /(ft,) ( = 1, 3, 7))
as a KO*(+)-module where the generators are subject to the relations
( 7 l p 3 ) 2 χl = γ 3 p 3 χ l = 0,
/3(p,.)2 x 1 = %(/9(λ' Pl)+d, β(p,)) x 1 (ί = 2, 4, 5, 6) ,
/(ft,)2=lXiΛ/β(λίcP<)(i=l,3)7).
As for the homomorphism / we have by definition
J(β(Pil)-β(pis)

β(ph)

β(p^ = -74 f/8(P/1).»ιS(p,.)

(fι> •"> 4—2, 4, 5, ό jΊ, •• ,y/=l, 3, 7).

ftΛ-fty<

Moreover let us put

Then we have

which can be obtained by observing the proof of (4.8). From these formulas,
(4.4), (4.6), Lemma 4.11 and Proposition 2.4 it follows that
Lemma 4.12.
KO%(S* °xE7) = Λ*0.(+) (ftp,) (ί = 2, 4, 5, 6), ft, (j = I, 3, 7))

as a KO*(Jr)-module where the generators are subject to the relations

r = -2f , 2^ I = 0, μ2 = ,4 /* = f A = 0, n\ μ = 4f ,
)+rf, /S(P<)) (ί = 2, 4, 5, 6) ,
REMARK.

By definition it follows readily that there holds

-?^) = (f
/3(494Pl-p3) = (f +1) (494ft1-/3(>3) ,
0(57 p,- 1729P7) = (f+1) (57ft3-1729/3p?)
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Next we deduce the structure of KO%(SM X E7) from information about
KO$(S5ΛxE7) and KO*(P3xE7). For simplicity, for the generators of KO%
(59 ° X E7) we use the same notation as in KO$(S5 Λ X E7) . Let pl : S9 ° X E7-*S9 °,
p2: S9>θχE7-+E7 be the projections and let pt: KO*(P*)^KO$(S9 0)-*KO%(S9>0
χE7),p$: KO*(PE7)sέKO$(E7)-*KO%(S9 <>xE7) be the homomorphisms induced by pι,pt respectively. Write
£(pι) = pΠβ(pί))^KOό1(S9

°xE7) (i = 2, 4, 5, 6) ,

|(494A-A) =
Consider the following exact sequence of (1.4) with Thorn isomorphism
Σ4-°Λ55+

,) ^ KO%(S' °xE7)

« t Λ.4

XE7)

KO*(P3xE7)

This induces an exact sequence
• ~» KO$(S5 ° x E7) ^ KO$ (S9 ° x Ej) -> KO*(P3 x E7)
and by (1.5) we have

J) which is used freely in the following.
From definition the direct computation yields

(4.13) /(|)
/08(p,)) = 1 X/8(Pl)+e% y 3 x 1 (i = 2, 4, 5, 6; e = 0 or 1) ,
I(PW = (r,+2)x/9(p,)-(2Al+4/l) v 3 X 1 (* = 1, 3, 7) ,
1(15(1 14Pl-7p7)) = 114x/ff(A)-7xAp7)+(114 (ft1+2/1)/(^(494Pl-p3)) = 494x/5(Pl)-l x^(p3)+(494.(^+2/1)-(^+2/3)) p,X 1 ,
(/§(57/33-1729p7)=247/5(114p1-7p7)-57/5(494p1-p3) by Remark in §2) after
(2.5)).

δ(γ,χl) = 0, δ(p 3 xl) = |+2, 8(/ t 8 xl) = i 7 l ,
δ(lx/3(p, )) = 0 (i=2,4,5,6),
8(1 X/3(p,)) = A,(H-2)+4/4(f +1) (ί = 1, 3, 7) ,
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8(78x Aft)) = -4/,.(f +1) (i = 1, 3, 7) ,
S(*3 x Aft)) = (1+2) βPί (i = 1, 3, 7) ,
δ(μ3xAp, )) = >?ι/3p,. (*=1>3,7),
δ(lxAp, ) AP, )) = (1+1)
ft; =1,3, 7),

((kί(ξ+2)+4li)βfi-(kj(ξ+2)+4lj)βfί)

8(7,xApι)Apy)) = £8(lxApι)Ap,)) (*,; = 1,3,7),
δ(p3x /5(pι) AP, )) = (1+2) A, A y ft; = 1, 3, 7) ,

8(μ, x API) Apy)) = % A, A/ ft = i, 3, 7) ,

8(1 X Api) Api) Apr)) = (f + 1) ((*ι(l+2)+4/1) £„ /3P7+(*3(f +2)+4/3) /3,7 ^

δ(y,x API) APS) Apr)) = f 8(1 x API) AP>) Apr) .
δ(53 X API) Ape) Apr)) = (1+2) βPl βf3 βP7

and

8(/ts X Api) Aps) Apr)) = % A, A3 ^P?

From (4.13) and Propositions 2.2, 2.4 it follows that
Lemma 4.14.
Coker δ = AjroK^OSίpi) (« = 2, 4, 5, 6), βfj(j = 1, 3, 7))l(^)®(Z4

l®Z2 μ)

as a KO*(-{-)-module where β is subject to the relations

and Ker δ is a submodule of KO*(P3xE7) generated by the elements of
Λjroκ+)(l X Api) (i = 2, 4, 5, 6), 1 X ηt Apy)-(*y +2//) 74 flj X 1 0' = 1, 3, 7) ,
/(A114p1-7p7)), /(/§(494p1-p3)), /(Ap?))®M
M is a submoduk of KO*(P3 X E7) generated by
1, y,χ 1, 2γ 3 X Api), TsX Aps), 7 8 X Aft). 2y,X Api) Aps) ,
27s X Aft) Apr), 7 3 X Aps) Apr). 273X Api) Apa) Apr), ΐ i X API) .
% 73 X API). 9ι X Api) Apy), 9ι 73 X AP. ) AP/) ft = 1 , 3, 7) ,
Vi X API) APS) APT). % 73 X API) /3(ps) AP/)
Denote by the same letter /the homomorphism Coker 8-*KO% (S9 ° X £7)
induced by /. We now study this J.
By (1.9) we see readily that
(4.15)
and by observing the exact sequence preceding (4.13) with a point instead of E7y
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we get
(4.16)
Here we construct some new elements of KO%(S9'QxE7).
equivariant bundle isomorphism

Define a G-

by (&> *0 *"*(£> P\(s) *0 f°r g^E? and ^ΞΞ flf4'1. This isomorphism defines an element ar^KSpG(Σ^>l/\EΊ) in the way similar to that of σG in §1, b) and so
^^/
^w
σ/\ca'^KO~Gί(Σ? } /\E7). Since we have canonical isomorphisms KOc5(Σ0>1/\
EJexKO^φ iΛEJotKO^PEi), we can consider ^ σ Λ c a'tΞKO-\PE7).
write
(4.17)

We

α =% σ Λ c

and also

Let us view pf (i==l, 3, 7) and Δ9 respectively as a quaternionic representation p f : E7->GL(4li, H) (ί=l,3, 7) and a real representation Δ9: Sρin(9)->
GL(16, Λ) [10]. Then we define a G-equivariant bundle isomorphism
S9 ° x E7 x H«i®c H e* S9 ° x £7 x £Γ4/» ®c H
by (Λ?,^, ϋ)π»(^Λ (Δ9W®//,.) (Pi(g)® 1) (»)) for Λ;e59 0, g<=ΞE7 and
where /S9'° is regarded as a canonical subspace of Spin(9) also as stated in §1.
In the way similar to that of β'p. this defines an element of KθG\S9'° X E7) which
we denote by
for

i=l,3,7.

And we write

Then a short computation proves that
(4.18)

,4 β(p\) = (|+2) βfl (ί = 1, 3, 7)
p4) = (1+1) (494/3Pl-/3p3) ,
-7p7) = (1+1) (114/^-7/3^) ,

l

,4 J3(57p3-p7) = (f +1) (57,SP3-1729/3P7) ,

= (|+2)/g(114Pl-7p7) ,
= (|+2)^(57p3-1729p7)
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so that
ft(pl) = 494£(p2)-(f+2) £(494A-A) ,
= (2|+4) ,4/9Pί-114£G>ϊ)+(f+2)£(114A-7A) .
And moreover, further computation shows that
(4.19)

/(Λ)=lx%£(ft),
I(βfl) = 1X7,. £(p,)-(*ι+2/,) ,4 v3 x 1 (» = 1, 3, 7)

and
pI &,) = -?&> £(494Pl-p3) ,

, A,) = -7f/3
pa A,) = 14/ί
-7,4 |/§(494Pl-

&3 /SP7) = iδμ /(494 Pl
By applying Lemma 4.14, (4.13), (4.15), (4.16) and (4.19) to the exact sequence
0 -» Coker δ ί KO$(S9 ° X £7) -* Ker 8 -* 0
we obtain
Lemma 4.20. KO$(S9Λ xE7)isa factor module of
(β(pt) (i = 2, 4, 5, 6), βfl, βp7, β(pl), /5(114A-7A),/§(494A-A))
at least the following relations.
I2 = -2|, 4,4 1 = 0, ^(p,-)2 = %(/S(λ2p,)+^. /8(A)) (i = 2, 4, 5, 6) ,

p2 = IP = 574 s = η\ ΰ = 0, az = 2a = η\ a. = ι?4 a = 0 ,
,ϊ ^M = 8f/?Pl, f /Sμ = ,4 β, = βϊ = o, aβ\pi) = ,ϊ f^(p2) ,

= (1+1) /3Pl ,
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), /5(494Pl-p3) = % ,5(λ2c

P7

= 0, #t =% /3(λ2(rPl)), /3P27 = *,/8(λ'(
•£ r denotes the realification functor).
In particular, β(pi) (i=2,4,5,6), £(1^-7^), y§(494Pl-p3), £(pf), a
f are subject to the relations above.
In the next section we give some additional relations.
The greater part of the relations above is already mentioned, or can be
readily shown by the facts mentioned preceding Lemma 4.20. We explain how
to get the remains. We begin with showing that J5(ll4pι— 7ρ7)2=η1 β(\2c p7),
/2(494/>1— p3)2= ϊ7ι yδ(λc p3) and /5(pf)2=0. Applying p$ to these we get immediately the required formulas above.
Let f,g: E7->GL(n> H) be G-maps in the sense of /(— x)= —/(#), g(—x)=
-g(x) (x^E7) and/£: E7-+GL(n,H) the map given by (fg) (x)==f(x) g(x) for
x^E7. Then it follows that
β(fgΛcfg)

= β(fΛcf)+β(gΛcg)

in KO*(E7) .

Using this we have β(ρ\/\c pϊ)= 2y8(λ2c pO and by (1.11) we get β(pι)2=η1 β
(pi Λ c pι) Hence we have ^(pι)2^0. To consider /5(494p1— p3)2 we take/, £ to
be /(*)=494Pl(*), ^)=Ps(*)"1 for A;e£7. Then /9(494p1-ps)a=i7ι β(fgΛcfg)
=<ϊ
7ι β(g/\cg) an(l so ^(494p!~ p3)2— ??! /9(λc Pa) Similarly another one follows.
The last two formulas are immediate from (1.10).
To prove that <22=0 we observe the following exact sequence associated with
the cofibration *S1'°x£'7->β1'0x£'7-»21'0Λ£l7+ where i,j are the obvious maps.

(4.21)

—

x ί ( 2 l °Λ^7+)

KO*(PE7)

where δ' is the coboundary homomorphism and % the map induced byj. In
particular, if we take a point instead of E7 in (4.21), then we see that there exists
an element τf>0 of KOG(Σl>0) such that %( τ f §0 )=l— H and then it follows that

with relations Hτιto= —τf o, (rf 0)2=2τft o
1>Q

Moreover, as is seen below (see (5.6))

any element of KO$(Σ /\E7+) takes the form of T M Λ# where x^KO$(E7+)=
KO*(PE7).
So by definition 7Γ*(α2)=0, so that α 2 elm %. Hence we see that α2 is divisible by ξ because of %(τf 0 Λ l)=f . Next consider the complexification of α,
then by definition we see that c(a)=nμ6 c(ξ) for some n^Z. But, since the
orders of oί and c(ξ) are respectively 2 and 8, w must be divisible by 4. This
implies c(a2)==^0. Therefore, from Atiyah's exact sequence ([1], Proposition 3.2)
it follows that a2 is divisible by -η^ Consequently we conclude that ot2 is divisible
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by f and η^ On the other hand, by definition we have /(($2)=0, so that
<22elm/. According to (4.15), (4,16) and (4.19), however, there is no such
element in Im/ except for zero. Namely ct2=Q.
We show that f£(pϊ)=0. From (3.20), (3.19) it follows that *(fi5f(pf))=0.
So ξβ(pι) is divisible by o^. Hence by the same reason as above we see that
f£(p?)=0, so that f£(pϊ)=0.
Here we note that cfyδ(pι) ΦO.

By dimension reason X2pi— p2+l as complex

representations and p2 is real. So by (4.13) and (4.19) it follows that I(ct]3(pι))—
rjl Ύ3X/?(p 2 )Φθ which shows the above inequality.

5. Proof of Theorem 4.1.
We study the following exact sequence with Thorn isomorphism
•--1 KO%(Σ9'°ΛE7+) £ KO$(B» 0χE7) ί KO$(S9 »xE7) ->•••

« t Λ.o

II
KO*(PE7)

associated with the cofibration S9'°xE7^B9'OxE7^^9'0AE7+
obvious maps and 8' the coboundary homomorphism.
For any

where i,j are the

*ej£δί(Σ1*°Λ£'7+)

;*Λ.β(*)=J*(τί.βΛ*)
= -8fX(*)

by (1.7)

where % is as in (4.21). We first prove that 8ξX(x)=Q, equivalently j*
Consider the complex version of (4.21)

and investigate the images of the multiplicative generators of K*(PE7) (given
in Theorem 3.1) by TT*. Then by definition we have
**(τ) = 98/3(Pl)-6/3(/>7) ,
ι)) = £(pι) (*'=2,4,5,6),
-?/),)) = 114)8(p1)-7/9(p7) ,
^*(/3(494Pl-p3)) = 494/S(Pl)-/S(p3) and
«*(<:(£)) = 0 .
From this we see that any element of Im % takes the form of c(ξ)y where
y e K*(PE7) . So we have
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χ( έ r ( Λ .)) = = c (f)y. for some yζΞK*(PE7) ,
so that by operating r we get

Hence multiplying by 4? gives
8ξX(x) = — 8fr(jO

for some

To consider r(j ) we here view K*(PE7) as a Z8-graded module over
=Z[μ]l(μ*—l).
Using the relations of r with c and the values of r (resp. £)
on K*(+) (resp. on 1£O*(+)) (see e.g. [13]) we can easily verify that the value
of r on each (additive) generator of KO*(PE7), which does not contains τ as
a multiplicative component, is 0, or divisible by 2, -ηl or ^4. So if y is such a
generator, then 8fr(jO=0 because 161=8974 f =0 by (2.5).
Since c(ξ) τ=0 by Theorem 3.1 it follows that ξr(μiτ)=0 for i=0, 1, 2, 3.
So if jy is divisible by r, then also by using this fact we can check that ξr(y)=0.
Consequently we see that Sξr(y) = 0 for any y^K*(PE7), namely j* ^8,0=0.
Hence we have a short exact sequence

(5.1)

/

δ ~

0 -> KO*(PE7) -» KO$(S9 QxE7) -> ^O^Σ^Λ^) -> 0

(here also there holds the equality S(*/00)=8(*):V

for

^

By R* we denote the ^O*(+)-πιodule, with the relations, on the right-hand
side of the equality in Theorem 4.1. Then by virtue of the injectivity of /
of (5.6) and Lemma 4.20 it follows that KO*(PE7) contains jR* as a submodule.
Because / sends any multiplicative generator of R* to the element of the same
symbol with tilde as in KO%(S9 °xE7).
Next we show that Λ* fills KO*(PE7). For this we study the image of δ.
By

we denote the element of KOG(Σ9'Q) which Δ 9 : Spin(9)^GL(16, R) defines in
the manner similar to τf> Then we have

By using this fact and observing the definition we get
(5.2)

δ(/9 p l )=-/ < τf § oΛl

for j = l , 3 , 7

Consider the homomorphism

and 8(0) = % τ f . 0 Λ l .
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where Σ£"7 denote the unreduced suspension of E7 and j the projection
/•^*/
. Here we can view XΌ52(S+'°ΛΣ£'7) as a direct summand of
) via a canonical map and so μ(σ/\c a')eKOβί(Ss 0xΈ,EJ) as
7
an element of KOe^S+ 0 Λ Σ£7). Hence by definition we see that

5
Since
(Σ9 0 )= J θ5 6 (Σ 9 0)=0, (1Λ/)*:
is an isomorphism, we observe the commutative diagram with this isomorphism

it
t 81
.0ΛΣ£7+) -* /fδc2(Σ4 4
Λ.4 ί

ί Λ.

where all the unlabelled arrows denote (lΛj)*'s and δ/s the coboundary
homomorphisms associated with the cofibration 5+'°-*β+0-^ Σ5>0. Then also by
definition we see that the equality above gives
(5.3)

8(18,0 = τf,oΛα

together with the second formula of (5.2) and the facts such that (//-f-l)τ? ( o=
2α=0.
Since 7(174(1+ 1) /5(494p1-/S/33))=494/8Pl-/3p3 by (4.18) and ^ is divisible
by ιjι, we have

by multiplying by /3Pl.
we have
(5.4)

So applying δ and using the equality of (5.1) and (5.2)

δ (/3Pl /3P3) = -4 τf. o Λ 94 /5(494Pl-p3) .

Similarly we get
(5.5)

δ(/3Pl /3P7) = /, rf.oΛ(3
3,3 /8Pτ) = 494δ(/3Pl /
Pl βf3 /3P7) = δ(/3Pl ySp7) ,4(|+1) /5(494Pl-p3) .

Now we prepare certain relations in KO%(S9 °xE7).
morphisms mentioned preceding (4.13)

Consider the homo-
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Ψu ~

j*

KO$(S5 °xE7) -i KO$(Σ*'QΛ(S5 °xE7)+) J-*

Because the restriction of Δ9 to Spin(5) is the 4-times direct sum of Δ5 as a complex representation, we then see by definition that

where J=j* ψ^ and so
ίβp. = 0 for i =1,3,7
since 2μ4=0. Analogously we get
$ μ p = 0 and /Sμ/β Pi = 0 for i = l , 3 , 7
using the relation γ4 μ4=0.
From these formulas and (5.2)-(5.5) we can determine by using the formula
of (5.1) the values of δ on all additive generators of KO%(S9'°χE7) and consequently we obtain
κb%(Σ1 °ΛE7+) is a £"O*(+)-module generated by the elements in the
form τ f o Λ # for

(5.6)

We observe (4.21).

(5.7)

From (5.6) it follows immediately that

ImX = ξR*

as a ^O*(+)-module.

Next we study Im TT*.

According to Proposition 2.2

KO*(E7) = \κo.M(β(Pi) (i = 2, 4, 5, 6), £(/>,) (j = 1, 3, 7))
as a KO*(-\-)-module.
(5.8)

We can easily check that

»*GS(pι)) = β(p,) (i = 2, 4, 5, 6) ,

(so that »*(247/ff(p?)-/3(«4p1-p,))=/5(p,),
**(57/5(p?)-/9(114p1-7p7)-3/g(p?)) =
Using Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 2.1 we see that /8(p1)φlm {TT*:
K*(EΊ)} . Becasue, π*(β(Pl))=/3(pt) (i=2, 4, 5, 6), π*(β(p^)=2β(Pi)
t=l, 3, 7), »*09(114A-7pτ))=114/3(ft)-7/8(p7), 7r*(/3(494p1-p3))=494/3(p1)
β(p3), (so that Λr*(247yS(p5)-^(494p1-p3))=/S(p3)) ^*(57yS(p?)-/S(114p1-7p7)
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-3/3(p72)H/3(p7)), and π*(τ)=2β(Pl)-6β(p7).
So if we suppose that
2
Imτr* then it follows that μ β(pί)^Imπ*9 that is, ^(p^elmTr*. This is a
contradiction to the above. Hence we have

(5.9)
In the similar manner we can prove that
(5.10)

£(A) ftp,), /Sift) flft), API) £(pa) £(p7)$Im ** .

Consider the commutative diagram
KOξ(S9 ° X E7) •£ KO*(S» X E7)
U

*

KO*(PE7)^

U

KO*(EΊ)

where ψ denotes the forgetful homomorphism and the unlabelled inclusions
are induced by the second projections. Then by definition we have
φ(ξ) = 0, φ(βfl) = 1 x* ftp,) (i = 1, 3, 7)
and moreover

=- 0
because of π*(μ4)=0 fro TT*: KO-*(P*)-*KO-*(S*). Suppose that
Im 7Γ*, that is, there exists an element a^KO*(PE7) such that π*(ά)~
Then we see by these formulas and (5.8) that a takes the form of
a=

βfl+ξx+ϊy+&f*ς=KO*(PE1)

where *, y, z e KO%(S* ° X E7) . So
0 = 2δ(α) = -2.7τf,oΛl+2|δ(^) .
From (5.6) it follows that 8(x) takes the form of
Hence operating _;'* c to this equality we obtain

S(x)=τ^0Ax'(x'^KO*(PE7)).

where;*: ^(Σ1 °Λ£'7+)->^:g(β1 0x£7)=^*(ίϊ£'7) and so we have

4c(ξ) = 0
because of 8c(ξ)=0. This is a contradiction to the fact that the order of c(ξ )
is 8. Consequently we have
(5.11)
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Analogously we have

(5.12) ,fr£(ft), 174 API) APS), nRpύPdύ,
Combining (5.7)-(5.12) we see that Λ* fills KO*(PE7), that is,
KO*(PE7) = Λ*
which complets the proof of Theorem 4.1.
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